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Vertical production line Profile + Vertec 
fed by a 6 Axis robot for glass sheets 
handling during loading operations to 
maximise productivity.
Profile, the first vertical CNC modular 
processing centre designed for grinding, 
milling and drilling glass sheets in vertical 
up to 7500x3300 mm (other maximum 
workable dimensions on request).
- Electrospindle 13.5 HP 0-15000 rpm 
- Automatic axes lubrication
- maximum flexibility in the format and 

production batch change operations: no 
machine set-up operations are required

- CMS “glass-guide” system which 
ensures perfect alignment between 
glass and grinding wheel

Vertec, CNC vertical drilling machine, for 
drilling countersinking, milling and notch-
ing operations on float, laminated and 
low-E glass.
- two opposed electrospindles and tool 

cooling system with internal and exter-
nal water, which allows higher process-
ing quality

- two 9+9 stations NC-controlled rotat-
ing tool racks moving together with the 
electrospindle, ensuring shortest tool 
changes

- high-pressure water cushion (patented)
SPEED 13 is the new 3-4 axis CNC 

machining centre for the processing of 
flat glass. The machine is designed to  
grind, polish, drill, mill, seam and coun-
tersink glass sheets.
- Electrospindle 13.5 HP 0-15000  

rpm liquid cooled, fully manufactured 
in CMS

- 19 positions automatic tool rack
- Automatic lubrication system
MILESTONE S 2040 + Greenjet 4150 bar:
Milestone S is a 3- or 5-axis waterjet 
cutting system.

The machine on the booth will be 
equipped with two 3-axis heads 
thus doubling the productivity of the 
machine

 Racks and axis sliding guides housed 
inside the structure and protected by 
the revolutionary “Powder-Free” system 
by CMS, an engineering masterpiece 

of impenetrable casing labyrinths 
which ensure perfect protection against 
water and dust. 

GREENJET 4150 bar (available  
also 6200 bar version) is the new  
electric pressure intensifier for highest  
efficiency with the maximum energy  
saving (up to 60% compared with  
traditional intensifiers)
- Double-acting pressure multipliers, 

electrically driven, manufactured  
with materials highly resistant against 
mechanical stress and corrosion

- Reduced maintenance schedule 
because of the 80% reduction  
of structural components

 VERTICAL CNC MACHINES 
AND AUTOMATIC LINES

 3-7 AXES WORKING CENTRES

 AUTOMATIC CUTTING LINES

 DOUBLE EDGERS

 TILTING CUTTING TABLES

 WATERJET SYSTEMS

 HANDLING AND AUTOMATIC 
SYSTEMS

Range of products
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